FRESHMEN     163     3     170     0     106     1
TRANSFERS     106     55     156     65     99     57
OTHER ADMITS     0     0     0     0     0     0
FROM OTHER MSU MAJOR     61     71     72     61     71     71
**TOTAL NEW TO MAJOR**     330     129     398     126     276     129
CONTINUING IN MAJOR     1017     1162     1044     1222     1038     1195
RETURNING STOP OUTS     32     24     32     22     41     21
**TOTAL REGISTERED**     1379     1315     1474     1370     1355     1345
REGISTERED PRIOR SEMESTER
STOP OUTS     24     24     24     35     13
GRADUATED IN MAJOR     165     137     193     158     239     106
CHANGED TO OTHER MAJOR     18     18     25     19     23     11
DROPPED OUT OF MSU     40     38     29     40     57     43
DROPPED/ON ACADEMIC PROBATIO     0     0     0     0     0     0

SEE ATTACHED FOOTNOTES
RUN OFF LIVE DATA
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